Abstract: This paper attempts to answer Lyman's question (1990) on the nonuniqueness in de ning the 3D measure of the boundary vorticity-creation rate. Firstly, a straightforward analysis of the vorticity equation introduces a de nition of a general vorticity ®ux-density tensor and its`e¬ective' part. The approach is strictly based on classical eld theory and is independent of the constitutive structure of continuous medium. Secondly, the fundamental question posed by Lyman dealing with the ambiguity of the 3D measure of the boundary vorticity-creation rate for incompressible ®ow is discussed. It is shown that the original 3D measure (for an incompressible Newtonian ®uid de ned by Panton 1984), which is reminiscent of an analogy to Fourier's law, is in its character`e¬ective' and plays a crucial role in the prognostic vorticity transport equation. The alternative 3D measure proposed by Lyman includes, on the other hand, à non-e¬ective' part, which plays a role in the local determination of the`e¬ective' measure as well as in a certain diagnostic integral boundary condition.
Introduction
Lighthill [1] was the¯rst to describe vorticity generation at a solid boundary. He de¯ned the tangential-vorticity source strength' by considering a two-dimensional°ow over a stationary wall. Morton [2] extended this work, taking into account the e®ect of the wall acceleration. Hornung [3] analyzed vorticity generation due to an interaction between a solid surface and a general continuous medium independent of its constitutive structure using the decomposition of the stress-tensor into its isotropic and anisotropic part. This approach was further reformulated by Wu and Wu [4] using Stokes-Helmholtz decomposition directly for the stress-tensor divergence.
Lyman [5] posed a fundamental question dealing with an ambiguity of the measure of the boundary vorticity-creation rate (for incompressible°ow). It was this question that motivated the work presented in this paper. This ambiguity can be described in terms of the Stokes-Helmholtz decomposition of the stress-tensor divergence r ¢ T [4] , r ¢ T = ¡ r' ¡ r £ ®;
(1)
where ' and ® are just a pair of (scalar and solenoidal vector) potentials. The¯rst de¯nition of the measure of the boundary vorticity-creation rate, which is reminiscent of an analogy to Fourier's law, reads, from (1, 2),
where n is the outward unit normal (i.e. directed out of the°uid). This de¯nition was inferred in [4] by considering Kelvin's circulation formula for a closed material loop encompassing a material ®-tube. Basically, a speci¯c version of the`gradient' de¯nition (3) specialized to an incompressible Newtonian°uid was already suggested by Panton [6, Sec. 13.7] and obtained as a subcase of the generalized Hornung's procedure [3] . Lyman [5] then proposed as more appropriate, alternative measure (originally tailored for an incompressible Newtonian°uid) of the form
The alternative de¯nition was preferred in experimental studies by Andreopoulos and Agui [7] and Honkan and Andreopoulos [8] , who pointed out, as Lyman [5] did, that when integrated over a closed control surface both de¯nitions give the same result'. A straightforward procedure presented below de¯nes a general (total) vorticity°ux-density tensor and its`e®ective' part. The°ux-tensor interpretation was employed specifically by Hornung [3] . The approach presented in the next section is strictly based on classical¯eld theory (Truesdell and Toupin [9] ) and is independent of the constitutive structure of continuous medium in the manner presented by Hornung [3] and Wu and Wu [4] . Consequently, the fundamental question dealing with an ambiguity of the 3D measure of the boundary vorticity-creation rate for incompressible°ow posed by Lyman [5] is examined and discussed (Section 3 and 4).
The vector and tensor notation (including di®erential operators) employed follows strictly the notation of Panton [6, pp. 64-70] . In this notation, vectors and (second-or third-order) tensors are in bold, vectors denoted by lower case, tensors by upper case. The dot product between vectors a ¢ b (or vector and tensor a ¢B) should be distinguished from the dyadic (tensor) product of two vectors ab, the divergence of a vector (i.e. scalar r ¢ a) should be distinguished from the divergence of a second-order tensor (i.e. vector r ¢ B). Similarly, one should distinguish the gradient of a scalar (i.e. vector rÃ), the gradient of a vector (i.e. second-order tensor ra) and the gradient of a second-order tensor (i.e. third-order tensor rB).
2 De¯nition of a general vorticity°ux-density tensor and its e® ective' part
For the purpose of the present analysis, it is necessary to recall the derivation of the vorticity equation. Let us assume the momentum equation of a general compressible continuous medium
where f stands for an external volume force (per unit mass) and T for the stress tensor. The`full' vorticity equation is obtained by taking the curl of (5) and rearranging the terms so as to yield
i.e. retaining all the terms including those having generally a zero e®ect upon the material derivative of !=½. Note that the conventional vorticity equation neglects all the terms which generally turn out to be zero and reads
with all the additional simpli¯cations (i.e. cutting out all generally non-contributing terms on the RHS) implied by speci¯c substitutions, in particular for the stress tensor or the stress-tensor divergence. The general vorticity°ux-density tensor, denoted below as J , can now be de¯ned strictly on the basis of the`full' vorticity equation (6) within the framework of classical eld theory (Truesdell and Toupin [9] ), considering a di®erential form of the general balance (`general conservation law') where the so-called equivalence of surface and volume sources is adopted,
where E is the third-order permutation tensor with components 2 i j k . J is obviously an antisymmetric tensor. For a material volume D, an integral prototype of (8) has the form (cf. [9] ) d dt
where n is the outward unit normal related to a closed surface of D.
From a purely mathematical viewpoint, J is`indeterminate to within an arbitrary solenoidal tensor¯eld' (Truesdell and Toupin [9] ). From a physical viewpoint, J is determinate due to the well-known process of the vorticity equation generation. In this process a di®erential`curl' operation applied to a vector¯eld, say b , represents in fact a di®erential`divergence' operation applied to a tensor¯eld E ¢ b
It should be emphasized that, for example, the term r ¢ (!u) on the RHS of (6), with respect to a solenoidal vorticity¯eld representing just the tilting-and-stretching term, should be taken as the volume source term (e.g. Panton [6] ); some other terms may also be taken as the volume sources. However, for the sake of simplicity, in view of the equivalence of surface and volume sources (Truesdell and Toupin [9] ), all the terms on the RHS of (6) are, in this section, treated as°ux terms.
An overview of the general balance equation and the corresponding°ux interpretation based on a closed-surface integral (within the framework of classical¯eld theory) for mass, linear momentum, angular momentum, energy and entropy can be found elsewhere (Billington and Tate [10] ).
Having introduced the general vorticity°ux-density tensor, its`e®ective' part, say J eff , can now be de¯ned analogously on the basis of the conventional vorticity equation (7), that is taking into account only those terms having generally a non-zero e®ect on the material derivative in (6) or (8) . In other words, for the complementary generally non-zero`non-e®ective' part J non¡eff it holds that
While J ef f has to do with the°uxes bringing accumulative form of vorticity into a control material volume, J non¡eff deals with the non-accumulative form of vorticity, i.e.
not permitting accumulation in a given material volume. From the physical viewpoint, the adopted decomposition of a general vorticity°ux-density tensor into its`e®ective' and`non-e®ective' part is quite natural. For a speci¯c situation of the plane phase-averaged vorticity transport equation, the e®ective turbulent vorticity°uxes were de¯ned in the same manner by Kol ¶ a· r, Lyn and Rodi [11] . In the plane phase-averaged vorticity transport equation written in divergence form, namely equation (4.1) of [11] , they retained the turbulent terms dealing with the velocity°uctuations in the third direction (turbulence is always 3D) to show the role of these°uctuations in di®erent°ux components, though their net contribution with respect to the material derivative in this prognostic equation cancels out. Similarly, the zero terms in equation (6) have been retained for clear di®erentiating between general, e®ective and non-e®ective vorticity°uxes. Otherwise, the general°ux form is physically reduced, which is re°ected by discarding speci¯c°uid-dynamical terms entering this form, see equation (8) derived on the basis of (6). Although equations (11, 12) provide de¯nitions of e®ective and non-e®ective°ux components, speci¯c physical nature of these components remains latent and, hence, should be determined.
Both de¯nitions will be employed in the following sections, so as to distinguish the nature of the two di®erent 3D measures of the boundary vorticity-creation rate for incompressible°ow. Lyman [5] posed his fundamental question for incompressible°ow, so it is natural to concentrate in Section 3 on the boundary vorticity-creation rate for incompressible°ow. An analogous analysis of the boundary vorticity-creation rate for compressible°uids would be beyond the scope of the present paper, which attempts to answer only the Lyman problem (as indicated by the paper title).
3 General and e® ective 3D measure of the boundary vorticitycreation rate for incompressible°ow A straightforward application of the above de¯nitions of a general vorticity°ux-density tensor and its`e®ective' part is now introduced for the determination of the boundary vorticity-creation rate for incompressible°ow. The general and e®ective vorticity°uxes, strictly said°ux densities, of a certain quantity! per unit area per unit time related to an arbitrary surface with the outward unit normal n , are given simply by n ¢ J and n ¢ J eff throughout the divergence theorem.
Following Hornung [3] the quantity! may be understood as the quantity whose vorticity ! is the density, see also (9), i.e. vorticity is! per unit volume. The divergence teorem reads, for example, for J
With respect to the Stokes-Helmholtz decomposition of the stress-tensor divergence r ¢ T and the fact that`the correct measure of the boundary vorticity-creation rate must be closely related to the transverse process, and hence has its root at the vector potential ® ' (Wu and Wu [4] ), the procedure below deals only with the part containing the vector potential.
The general and e®ective 3D measure of the boundary vorticity-creation rate expressed in terms of°ux densities, denoted as ¾ and ¾ eff , is based just on the`®-part' of the general and e®ective vorticity-°ux density tensor, denoted as J ® and J ®=ef f , respectively.
Thus, from (13) we have
(as before, n is the outward unit normal). For the expressions (14, 15) we need proper representations of J ® and J ®=ef f according to the de¯nitions stated in Section 2. Substituting (1) into (8) we obtain a variety of equivalent expressions for the divergence of the`®-part' of the general vorticity x-density tensor as
For incompressible°ow we have
Consequently,
Based on the de¯nition of the e®ective vorticity-°ux density tensor (Section 2), considering (17) and the fact that ® is a solenoidal vector through (2), it follows directly
Note that, from (11, 12) , J ® = J ®=ef f + J ®=non¡eff , r ¢ J ®=non¡ef f = 0 where J ®=non¡eff = (1=½)(r®) T , and that J ®=non¡eff stems from the solenoidal nature of the ®-¯eld. The present procedure describes the boundary vorticity-creation rate in terms of°u xes through the divergence theorem (13) . A direct analogy can be drawn between the present°ux-divergence form r ¢ J ® (or r ¢ J ) and the stress-tensor divergence r ¢ T appearing in the momentum equation (5) . Speci¯cally, for a constant-property Newtonian°uid the stress-divergence form of the viscous term reads r ¢ 
Discussion
Let us return to the Lyman's [5] question on the non-uniqueness in de¯ning the 3D measure of the boundary vorticity-creation rate. The above procedure indicates that, for incompressible°ow, the two measures brie°y surveyed in the Introduction may be related to the general and e®ective one (from Section 3) as follows
For incompressible°ow, the measure ¾ W is in its character`e®ective' while the alternative measure ¾ L , proposed by Lyman [5] , provides { in the present context { the general form (according to the de¯nitions stated in Section 2). The structure of the measure ¾ W was derived in [4] by considering Kelvin's circulation formula for a closed material loop encompassing a material ®-tube for general continuous medium assuming the Stokes-Helmholtz decomposition of the stress-tensor divergence r ¢ T (1, 2). In the following their approach is employed in a slightly di®erent form by considering Kelvin's circulation formula for an arbitrary closed material loop C. Let us employ a local (t ,n, b ) basis on a (generally non-planar) loop C withn tangential to a surface S according to Fig.1 . Then we get by (5) and (1) for the`®-part' of d¡ =dt the expression (cf. [4] )
where dx = tds, n = ¡n is the outward unit normal. The structure in braces,
, corresponds, at least formally, to ¾, see (19). For a closed material loop C encompassing a material ®-tube where according to the corresponding local (t ,n, b) basis ® = ® ¢ b, and also by considering C to be su±ciently small, the curvature term is small. Consequently, this term can be neglected [4] . After ignoring the curvature term, the form
reduces to 1 ½ n ¢ r®. Nevertheless, both considered geometries (cf. Fig. 1 from [4] and Fig. 1 of the present work) with their corresponding local (t ,n, b ) bases and both inferred structures of boundary vorticity-creation rate lead to the same results with respect to d¡ =dt. Therefore, by considering Kelvin's circulation formula, we have no reason to prefer any measure of either of those discussed above.
Considering the momentum equation (5) and the Stokes-Helmholtz decomposition given by (1, 2) , the measures ¾ and ¾ eff can be related to relevant quantities at the boundary as
Thus, for incompressible°ow, from (22, 23) and (25) we obtain 
Similar expressions were, basically, stated earlier in [5] and [4] . Lyman [5] considered incompressible constant-viscosity Newtonian°uid for which ® = ¹!, while Wu and Wu [4] assumed general (compressible) continuous medium. The expression (27) shows that, for incompressible°ow, a`non-e®ective' part of ¾, namely ¡ (1=½)n ¢ (r®)
T , plays its role in the local determination of ¾ ef f through the momentum equation (5) .
When integrated over a closed control surface the`non-e®ective' part of ¾ provides a certain diagnostic integral boundary condition of the following form
where ® n ² ® ¢ n, and rn is just the surface curvature tensor. From a numerical viewpoint, the diagnostic signi¯cance of equations (or conditions) not involving time derivatives for specifying initial data compatible with the motion governed by the prognostic equation was emphasized { in a di®erent context { by Larchevêque [13] . Hornung [3] treated in detail the vorticity generation due to an interaction between a solid surface and a general continuous medium independent of its constitutive structure. He substitutes the stress tensor T by its isotropic and anisotropic part into a degenerated form of the vorticity transport equation (at a plane non-accelerating no-slip boundary in the absence of body forces) so as to produce a measure for the special situation of constant-density Newtonian°ow (see also the discussion of the`gradient' de¯nition (3) in the Introduction), which is in its character`e®ective'. However, note that the present e®ective' quantity ¾ eff assumes explicitly just the Stokes-Helmholtz decomposition of r ¢ T , given by (1, 2).
Conclusions
This paper made an attempt at answering Lyman's question [5] on the non-uniqueness in de¯ning the 3D measure of the boundary vorticity-creation rate. Firstly, a general vorticity°ux-density tensor and its`e®ective' part were strictly de¯ned within the framework of classical¯eld theory (Truesdell and Toupin [9] ). The approach was independent of the constitutive structure of continuous medium in the manner of Hornung [3] and Wu and Wu [4] . Secondly, the ambiguity of the boundary vorticity-creation rate for incompressible°ow, pointed out by Lyman [5] , was discussed in terms of general and e®ective vorticity°uxes. It was shown that the original 3D measure (for an incompressible Newtonian°uid de¯ned by Panton [6] ), which is reminiscent of an analogy to Fourier's law, is in its character`e®ective,' playing a crucial role in the prognostic vorticity transport equation, while the alternative 3D measure proposed by Lyman [5] includes, moreover, à non-e®ective' part, playing its role in the local determination of the`e®ective' measure as well as in a certain diagnostic integral boundary condition.
The paper should contribute to a physical understanding of vorticity generation and transport, in particular considering the vorticity-creation rate at the boundary based on the original idea of Lighthill [1] .
